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Advanced Sysinfo Tool is a graphical utility
that can identify and collect data about the
System Components in your computer, with
a unique Volkov Commander style interface.
The application allows you to identify each

hardware component of your computer, such
as: *Motherboard *CPU *RAM *Motherboard
Hardware *CPU Hardware *RAM Hardware

*Operating System *Core Specification *Core
Hardware *Operating System *BIOS Version

*Hard Disk Model *Relevant versions of
Windows *Available slots *Other Features
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*Motherboard and CPU model *CPU
Manufacturer *CPU Speed *RAM *RAM

version *OS *OS version *Core Specification
*Core HW Manufacturer *Core HW Speeds

*Operating System *Operating System Arch
*Operating System version *MD5 *BIOS

version *BIOS date *CPU Manufacturer *CPU
Number *CPU Speed *RAM *RAM make *RAM

size *BIOS *BIOS build *RAM version *RAM
date *Motherboard *Motherboard model
*Motherboard make *Motherboard type
*Motherboard serial *Motherboard serial
number *Motherboard product number

*Motherboard serial number *Motherboard
serial number *Motherboard Product Number
*Motherboard Product Number *Motherboard

Product Number *Motherboard Production
Date *Motherboard Mainboard Serial Number

*Motherboard Motherboard Serial Number
*Motherboard Motherboard Serial Number
*Motherboard Motherboard Serial Number
*Motherboard Motherboard Serial Number
*Motherboard Motherboard Serial Number
*Motherboard Motherboard Serial Number
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ASTRA is a system info tool to collect
information about the hardware and
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software of your computer, a powerful cross
platform solution that operates on any

operating system that uses Windows, Mac
OS X or Linux kernels. It's an advanced

system info tool, it uses both hardware and
software sensors available to your Windows,
Mac OS X or Linux operating system. These

sensors are configured by default but can be
reset to their original values with the easy to
use ASTRA app. It tracks the hardware and

software components of your PC and collects
and aggregates all the info with step-by-step
reports that are saved to a text file, or it can

save data to an INI, XHTML, XML or CSV
format. ASTRA interfaces with its file system

to gather information about the available
hardware sensors present in your system,
these sensors work by sending data to the

ASTRA app, where the system info is
aggregated, then saved to the ASTRA file
system for the user to access and view.

ASTRA application is developed to operate
on Mac OS X, Windows and Linux operating

systems, however, its cross operating
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system operation allows it to track the
different hardware sensors available on any

of the supported operating systems. For
Linux users, the sensor values can be

accessed via the terminal. ASTRA saves
basic information about each hardware and

software components, including; system
name, manufacturer, system bus, CPU,
motherboard, memory, amount of RAM,

amount of available RAM, amount of non-
volatile drive space, amount of used space,

amount of free space, amount of used space,
amount of total partitions, amount of free

space, amount of available space, amount of
total partitions, amount of used space,

amount of free space, amount of used space,
amount of total partitions, amount of

available space and amount of used space
for each of the available partitions. ASTRA

supports a wide variety of sensors including;
system temperature, power settings, hard

drive status, battery status, CPU
temperature, RAM status, AMB (audio
motherboard BIOS) status, SMB (serial
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mouse BIOS) status, PCI (Peripheral
Component Interconnect) audio, 5-in-1

media status, PCI (Peripheral Component
Interconnect) serial, data storage status,

sound card status and mouse status. System
Requirements: Mac OS X 10.4 or later,
Windows 2000, XP, Vista, 7, 8 or 10 or
higher, Linux kernel 2.6. aa67ecbc25
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ASTRA - Advanced Sysinfo Tool is a simple
application for the Macintosh platform that
will allow users to obtain detailed
information about their desktop PC’s
configuration and save it in multiple formats.
The application was created with a very
simple and basic interface but users will
have access to a lot of information about
different hardware components that are very
essential for keeping their PC running. An
example is the motherboard where they can
identify the manufacturer of the board, the
motherboard chipset and all the components
installed on the board. Furthermore, they will
be able to save the information in multiple
formats. Different menus will allow users to
add, modify and delete options and it will
save the information in plain text, INI, HTML,
XML or CSV formats. Screenshot Gallery:
AppShare lists some of the applications
which are available in the Microsoft Store. If
you are wondering which applications are
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popular among Windows users, this list will
serve as an excellent tool to use. You can
check out the apps that are... Word has
come to Microsoft that the next version of
Windows 10 will be called Windows 1809.
More details have been revealed about
Microsoft’s next operating system and that is
good news for all the users. Microsoft has
released a new teaser... It's that time of the
year again - the time when the Christmas
shopping season and Black Friday chaos
begins. People all around the world are
eager to get their hands on some of the
latest gadgets, games and a lot of other
products, but.... WAS: Addition of a second
layer makes the system more robust and
makes it more difficult for the magnetic head
to come in contact with the disk surface and
come off. Is it possible to directly read data
stored in the heads? No, the magnetization
in the heads is read by detecting the change
in the voltage across an amorphous
magnetic layer in the magnetic head. The
technology is most beneficial for large
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capacity hard disks. The fabrication process
is not affected by the magnetic head storage
area and magnetic head displacement,
which shortens the distance between
magnetic heads and magnetic storage
media by 4.6% to 5.0%. Does the technology
make good use of the available storage
space? Yes, the distance between magnetic
heads and magnetic storage media is also
reduced. Two magnetic heads can read on
tracks that are spaced from each other by as
little as 5 µm, or even closer. The large flying
height prevents data on adjacent tracks from
being read, which reduces head seek times

What's New In?

ASTRA - Advanced Sysinfo Tool is a freeware
utility that will analyze the features of your
system and identify the most important
system configuration data. Such data
includes the operating system, system
hardware, Wi-Fi drivers, network interfaces,
software, among others. Through this
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application users will be able to identify their
system’s operating system, processor,
memory, running software, hard drive,
graphics card, etc. Users will also be able to
save their findings into a variety of formats.
All of this information is collected through
the use of system BIOS, system driver, and
hardware manufacturer’s tools. ASTRA -
Advanced Sysinfo Tool Key Features: User
interface that is based on a classic Volkov
Commander Provides access to detailed
settings for a collection of system
components Generates reports in a variety
of formats Possible to save data into a
variety of formats Why You Need This Tool:
Understanding your system configuration If
you wish to find out the specifications of
your system and the relevant configuration
settings that will be applied on its use, then
ASTRA - Advanced Sysinfo Tool will be an
ideal tool for you. With this application you
will be able to identify your system’s
hardware components, its operating system,
and even its software tools. You can also
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save your findings in several formats, which
will be useful if you wish to share them with
other users or create a report for work
purposes. Generate reports with various
information ASTRA - Advanced Sysinfo Tool
can generate reports in a variety of formats.
This includes plain text, INI, HTML, XML, and
CSV (comma separated values). This utility
enables users to analyze the results of their
configuration after changes have been made
to the hardware or software. Create reports
in numerous formats ASTRA - Advanced
Sysinfo Tool allows users to export the
results of their configuration in a variety of
formats. This includes plain text, INI, HTML,
XML, and CSV (comma separated values).
This feature allows users to save the
information they gathered into different
applications such as Microsoft Word, Excel,
and/or OpenOffice.org Writer, for example.
System configuration analysis With ASTRA -
Advanced Sysinfo Tool you will be able to
access a huge collection of system
configuration settings. This includes
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hardware, hardware drivers, software, and
more. In fact, it is the only program of its
kind that offers such a comprehensive
system configuration database that is easily
searchable. This program provides
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System Requirements:

Windows 7, Windows 8, or Windows 10
(64-bit editions only) 1 GHz Processor 1 GB
RAM 20 GB HD space DirectX 9.0c Software
requirements: Photoshop CS5 or higher
Audacity 2.0 or higher 3D Max 2011 or
higher Fractal Design Elements 11.0 or
higher Nvidia GEForce 310 or higher (On
Windows 7, NVIDIA Control Panel -> Manage
3D settings -> Graphics tab
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